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INTRODUCTION 

Quantitative easing: 
a Keynesian critique 

THOMAS l. PALLEY* 

The Great Recession of 2007-2009 has seen the Federal Reserve push the 
federal funds rate to almost zero, hitting the so-called zero bound. In light of 
this condition the Federal Reserve has engaged in two rounds of quantitative 
easing (QE), a policy whereby a central bank buys long-term government 
bonds and private sector financia! assets (particularly mortgage related 
products). 

Toe policy of QE has been supported by new Keynesians (see for example 
Krugman 2010, De Long 2009 and Farmer 2009), and it also appears to 
have the support of traditional Keynesians and Post Keynesians. Balanced 
against this, it has been criticized by both monetarists (Meltzer 2011) and 
new classical macroeconomists (faylor 2011). 

The current paper offers a Keynesian critique of QE-particularly the 
Federal Reserve's second round of quantitative easing (QE2) initiated in 
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November 2010. The first round of QE was initiated in December 2008 
when financia! markets were extraordinarily stressed, as measured by the 
elevated risk premiums embedded in market interest rates. That structural 
fragility provided a good justi.fication for QE. However, since then financia! 
markets have returned to more normal conditi.ons. lndeed, risk premiums on 
high risk debt at the ti.me the Federal Reserve launched QE2 were close to 
historical norms. This indicates how an assessment of QE is contingent on 
circumstance. In ti.me of extreme financia! stress, when market participants 
have extreme risk aversion, there is a strong case for QE. Problems may 
arise when normal financia! market conditi.ons prevail, in which case QE 
can backfire. That is the context of a Keynesian critique. 

THE ECONOMIC WGIC OF QE 

The economic logic of QE was first laid out in 2004 by then Federal Reserve 
Governor Ben Bernanke (Bernanke et al. 2004) . However, it traces its roots 
far back to a proposal by Tobin and Buiter (1980) that the Federal Reserve 
might consider buying equiti.es as a way of increasing asset prices, and 
thereby sti.mulati.ng investment. 

The logic of QE is that the zero bound to the federal funds rate places a 
limit on how low the Federal Reserve can push the short-term policy interest 
rate by which it seeks to manage macroeconomic conditi.ons in normal 
ti.mes. QE proponents claim central banks can circumvent this constraint 
by buying other assets, thereby sti.mulati.ng the economy by bidding up asset 
prices and injecti.ng liquidity into the financia! system. 

There are five principal channels of expansionary effect. The first is a 
tradicional Keynesian interest rate channel operati.ng via the long-term bond 
rate and the term structure of interest rates. Thus, the Fed buys long-term 
bonds and lowers the long rate relati.ve to the short rate, which is stuck at 
zero. The second is via the Tobin stock market q channel. Sorne of the 
increase in liquidity is directed to equity purchases, increasing stock prices 
and in turn increasing investment. The third is via a consumption wealth 
effect resulti.ng from higher bond and equity prices. The fourth is via 
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expected inflation. The argument here is higher expected inflation gives 
households and firms an incentive to bring forward future consumption 
and investment spending to avoid higher future prices (Neary and Stiglitz 
1983). This can be labeled an expenditure acceleration effect, and it is the 
Keynesian analogue of the monetarist argument about higher expected 
inflation increasing the velocity of money (Palley 2011). The fifth channel 
is via the exchange rate, with sorne of the increase in liquidity being directed 
to foreign currency purchases that reduce the real exchange rate. 

Note, contrary to widespread claims, QE is nota solution to the liquidity 
trap. The liquidity trap corresponds to a situation in which money and 
other financia! assets are perfect substitutes so that increasing the money 
supply to huy assets has absolutely no impact. This is clearly not the case 
with quantitative easing where the underlying assumption is Federal Reserve 
asset purchases will change asset prices. The claim that QE is a solution to 
the liquidity trap arises from the widespread misapprehension that hitting the 
zero bound corresponds to being in a liquidity trap. 

The policy thinking behind QE can be illustrated by the following 
stylized model that is in the spirit of the IS-LM model. The model should 
be thought of as a device for organizing thoughts about QE rather than being 
a reflection of reality (which is an impossible task). It is described by the 
following eight equations: 

y= D(y, q, rs, rL, 1t, e, W) [1] 
Dy > O, Dq 2: O, Drs < O, DrL < O, D11 > O, De< O, Dw 2: o 

q = q(y, rs, rL, 1r:, H, Z) 
qy 2: O, qrS < O, qrL < O, q,r > O, qH 2: O, qz > O 

rs= is-1t 

[2] 

[3] 

[4] 

[5] 

[6] 
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e = e(H); eH < O 

W= H/p + Bs/[I + i;Jp + BdiLp + qE 

[7] 

[8] 

y= output; q = real equity prices; rs = expected short term real interest rate; 
rL = expected long term rate; 7t = expected inflacion; e= nominal exchange 
rate (foreign currency per dallar); W = wealth; H = high powered money; 
B.= nominal supply of short-term bonds; BL = nominal supply of long
term bonds;p = price level; Z = financia! investor confidence, and E= stock 
of equity in issue. Assumed signs of parcial derivacives are indicated by the 
inequalicies. 

Equacion [1] is the IS schedule in which output is equal to aggregate 
demand, D. Aggregate demand is a posicive funccion of income, equity prices, 
expected inflacion, and wealth. It is a negacive funccion of the short- and long
term real interest rate, anda negacive funccion of the nominal exchange rate. 

Equacion [2] determines equity prices as a posicive funccion of income, 
expected inflacion, high powered money, and investor confidence. Equity 
prices are a negacive funccion of short- and long-term real interest rates. 
Equacion [2] performs the role of the LM schedule in the convencional 
IS-LM model, capturing income -equity price combinacions consistent with 
equity market equilibrium. In the graphical representacion of the model it 
is denoted the QQ schedule. 

Equacion [3] is a nominal term structure equacion. The slope of the term 
structure (ú. the gap between the short- and long-term nominal interest 
rate) is a negacive funccion of the high powered money supply reflecting a 
liquidity effect, anda posicive funccion of expected inflacion. Equacions [4] 
and [S] define the short- and long-term interest rates. 

Equacion [6] determines expected inflacion which is a posicive funccion 
of the stock of high powered money and a negacive funccion of the nominal 
exchange rate. The nominal exchange rate's impact reflects the imported 
inflacion channel. 

Equacion [6] represents financia! market parcicipants' view of inflacion 
and market parcicipants hold monetarist beliefs. It is different from the 
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normal formulation which is usually constructed in terms of sorne demand 
pressure variable. This is a critica! feature of the model. An economic model 
represents the way an economist thinks the world works. The model should 
therefore take account of the way people think, which can be different 
from the way economists think (Palley 1993). One of the great failures of 
modern macroeconomics is the assumption of a single true model held by 
all which ignores this difference. 

Equation [7] determines the nominal exchange rate as a negative function 
of high powered money and expected inflation. Part of an increase in 
liquidity is directed to foreign currency purchases, causing exchange rate 
depreciation. 

Lastly, equation [8] defines wealth as the real value of the stock market, 
the stock of high powered money, the stock of short-term bonds, and the 
stock of long-term bonds. Short-term bonds have a one period maturity and 
long-term bonds are perpetuities. 

Figure 1 provides a graphical analogue of the model. Both the IS and QQ 
schedules are positively sloped, with the IS assumed to be steeper than the 
QQ schedule.1 The logic behind the positive IS slope is that aggregate demand 
is a positive function of equity prices. The logic behind the positive QQ slope is 
that equity prices are a positive function of income. A sense of the model 
is provided by considering a positive shock to financia! investor confidence;..
This shifts the QQ schedule up, raising both equity prices and output. 

QE IN THE ISQQ MODEL 

The zero bound and quantitative easing can be described by setting is = O 
and adding a policy equation given by either of: 

dH/p=-qdE 

dH/p = -dBr/iLP 

1 A simple phase diagram analysis using the adjustment equations /J..yly = .f{D-y),f' > O,.ftO) = O 
and /J..q/q = g(q - qº), g' < O, g(O) = O shows this pattern is needed to ensure stability. 
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FIGURE 1 
The ISQQ model with a positive shock to investor confidence 
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Equation [9a] has quantitative easing implemented via equity purchases, 
and equation [9b] has it implemented via long-term bond purchases. Note 
that at the zero bound money and short-term bonds have become perfect 
substitutes since nominal short-term interest rate is zero. In reality, the fact 
that there is sorne liquidity loss to holding short-term bonds means the 
floor to the nominal short-term interest rate will be fractionally above zero. 

Belief in the efficacy of quantitative easing involves the following 
assumptions: 

l. A positive q effect on demand (DqqH > O). 
2. A fall in the long-term real interest rate that stimulates demand (D,L rlJf > O). 

Tiús in turn implies the long term nominal bond rate falls by more than expected 
inflation rises (rL.H = Íi.H + h.htH + 1t,eH] -1tH- 1t,eH < O). 

3. There is positive expected inflation effect on aggregate demand (D. 7tH > O). 
4. There is a positive exchange rate effect on demand (D,eH> O). 
5. There is a positive consumption wealth effect (Dw WH > O). 
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Toe effects of quantitative easing, given these assumptions, are shown in 
figure 2. Toe increase in high powered money shifts the QQ schedule up by 
lowering the expected long-term real interest rate and by increasing expected 
inflation. It also shifts the IS right by lowering the expected long-term real 
interest rate, increasing expected inflation, and depreciating the exchange 
rate.2 The net result is both stock prices and output increase. 

FIGURE 2 
Quantitative easing in the ISQQ model under favorable assumptions 
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It is now time to turn to the weaknesses of QE that moti.vate a Keynesian 
critique. Toe first weakness is that in deep recession sorne of the channels of 

2 Note, the impact of the Tobin q effect and the effect of stock prices on wealth are built into the 
slopes of the IS and QQ schedules. 
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QE may be blocked. One Keynesian argument with a long history is that in 
deep slumps aggregate demand is insensitive to interest rates. In the original 
IS-LM model this situation corresponded to a vertical IS schedule. In the 
current ISQQ model this type of effect is produced if aggregate demand 
is insensitive to stock prices and the expected short- and long-term real 
interest rate (Dq = D,L = O). In this event the IS schedule is steeper as the 
effect of stock prices is restricted to the wealth effect, and QE only shifts 
the IS through the expenditure acceleration and exchange rate effects. These 
QE effects still shift the IS right but the shift is smaller, and the increase in 
income and stock prices is reduced because the IS is steeper so that induced 
stock price increases have a smaller positive impact on aggregate demand. 

A second more pessimistic scenario is if the IS is sensitive to the expected 
long-term real interest rate and the real interest rate rises in response to QE. 
Such an outcome can occur if the long-term nominal interest rate rises by 
more than expected inflation, which requires the following condition: 

\~ e,? Ll,H + iL,x[1tH + 1te eH] -1tH -1te eH > o 

A rise in the expected long-term real interest rate has two negative effects 
on the IS schedule. First, it directly reduces aggregate demand. Second, it 
negatively affects bond wealth. With regard to the QQ schedule, it decreases 
the demand for stocks by making long-term bonds relatively more attractive, 
and it also has a negative wealth effect on the demand for stocks. 

The net result is the direction of shift of the IS and QQ schedules is 
ambiguous. If the positive effects of QE still dominate the IS shifts right 
and the QQ shifts up, as in figure 2. Figure 3 shows the case where the IS 
shifts left but the QQ rises because the expected inflation effect on stock 
demand dominates. In this case, output falls but stock prices rise. A more 
pessimistic case would have the IS shift left and the QQ schedule shift clown. 
In this event both output and stock prices would fall. 

Why might this be so? Here, the beliefs of the bond market and the 
special conditions associated with the zero bound come in to play. Prior to 
QE there may have been a bubble in the bond market, with money rushing 
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FIGURE 3 
Quantitative easing in the ISQQ model when the expected 
long-term real interest rate rises and dominates 
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in to bonds in search of safety. That bubble was working to the Federal 
Reserve's advantage by driving clown the expected long-term real interest 
rate. In effect, the bond bubble was compensating far being stuck at the zero 
bound. By undertaking a second round of QE the Fed may have punctured 
that bubble. Such a situation corresponds to iH> O. When policymakers burst 
a bond bubble by pushing it too far the signs of parcial derivatives may be 
perverse. This possibility reveals an important consideration far the conduct 
of monetary policy. Policy should not only take account of how and what 
the market thinks (which may be very different from the how and what the 
central bank's economists think via their models), it should also take account 
of the current speculative condition of markets. 
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Puncturing a bond bubble is one reason why the real long-term bond rate 
could rise. A second reason is an overshooting effect of the type identified by 
Dornbusch (1976). Market participants expect future capital losses on long 
bond holdings because of higher future inflation. To compensate for those 
future losses the long-term real bond rate must rise and overshoot now. 

A third negative effect concerns commodity price jumps and demand 
destruction. In this regard, there has been much chatter in financia! press 
about how quantitative easing has flooded the market with liquidity and 
raised inflation expectations, and that liquidity has in turn sought protection 
against inflation by buying hard assets in the form of commodities. 

Capturing demand destruction effects requires expanding the model to 
include price level determination and the effect of prices on demand. This 
introduces Kaleckian effects concerning real wages and income distribution. 
The price level and income distribution are determined as follows: 

p = [1 + m][w + ac]/a 

1 =sp+ sw+ se; 1> Sp, Sw, se> O 

sp=ml[l +m] 

¡ s w + se = 11[ 1 + m] 

l sw= w/[w + ac][l + m] 

= c(H, 1t, e); CH> O, c,, > O, Ce< O 

[10] 

(11] 

[12] 

(13] 

[14] 

[15] 

p = goods prices; m = firms' mark-up over average cost; w = nominal wage, 
a = units of commodity input per unit of labor; c = price of commodities; 
Sp = profit share; Sw = wage share, and Se= commodity producers' share. 

Equation [1 O] is a mark-up pricing equation in which prices are marked
up over labor and commodity costs per unit of output. Equation [11] is the 
income shares adding-up constraint. Equation [12] determines the profit 
share. Equation [13] determines the wage and commodity share. Equation 
[14] determines the wage share. Equation [15] determines commodity prices 
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as a positive function of market liquidity and expected infl.ation, and a 
negative function of the exchange rate. Dallar exchange rate depreciation 
increases commodity prices indirectly via the expected infl.ation effect, and 
directly because it increases global commodity demand by making dallar 
priced commodities cheaper in the rest of the world. This commodity price 
exchange rate effect offsets the positive demand-side effect and links to the 
literature on contractionary devaluation (Krugman and Taylor 1978). 

On the demand side the model is expanded to include the effect of real 
wages and income shares as follows: 

y= D(y, wlp, Sw, sp, Se, ... ) [la] C 5 
Dwlp > O, Dsw > O, Dsw> DsP> Dsc < o 

The economy is assumed to be wage-led so that an increase in the real wage 
and wage share both increase demand. 3 An increase in the commodity share 
decreases demand. An increase in the profit share can increase demand if 
it comes at the expense of commodities, but it reduces demand if it comes 
at the expense of wages. Commodity producers can be identified with 
OPEC. An increase in commodity prices is equivalent to a tax on wages and 
a redistribution of domestic income that lowers aggregate demand. If the 
commodity price effect is sufficiently strong the IS shifts left in response 
to QE, as in figure 3. If the effect is strong enough both stock prices and 
output can fall. 

Furthermore, higher product prices will have a negative wealth effect on 
money, short-term bonds, and long-term bonds. This effect will reinforce 
the negative real wage and income distribution effect on the IS curve. There 
will also be a negative wealth effect on stock prices that acts to push the QQ 
schedule clown. Thus again, not only may income fallas a result of QE, but. 
stock prices can fall too. 

3 The relationship between the wage share and profit share depends on whether the economy is 
wage-led or profit-led. In a wage-led economy increasing the wage share at the expense of the profit 
share increases demand and output, the assumption being the increase in consumption exceeds any 

decrease in investment. A profit-led economy is characterized by the reverse. 
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In the above analysis the mark-up (m) was taken as unaffected by 
commodity prices. If producers are unable to pass on higher commodity 
costs to consumers, adverse macroeconomic commodity price effects may 
lower the mark-up giving rise to profit share complications that affect both 
stock prices and the goods market. 

This possibility can be captured by making the mark-up a negative function 
of commodity prices and by re-specifying equation [2] so that equity prices 
are a positive function of the mark-up via the profit share as follows: 

m = m(c); me< O 

Sp=s(m(c)); sm>O 

q = q(spy, .. ,); qsP > Q 

[16) 

[17] 

[2a] 

In this case, in addition to impacting the goods market, commodity prices 
also directly affect asset markets. Higher commodity prices have a direct 
negative effect on equity prices operating via a lower mark-up and industrial 
profit share. That effect reduces the upward shift of the QQ schedule and 
could even cause the QQ schedule to shift clown. The net result is it is easy 
to envisage circumstances where QE induced commodity price effects lower 
both equity prices and output.4 

A fourth negative effect of QE concerns long term nominal interest 
rates. Equation [1] has aggregate demand depend exclusively on expected 
real interest rates as is the convention in macroeconomics. However, the 
level of nominal interest rates may also affect aggregate demand so that 
the IS becomes 

¿\ y=D(y, ir, ... );D;L <O [1b] 

4 Having commodity prices affect the mark-up and profit share would also introduce additional 
impacts on the IS. On the negative side, it would adversely impact the IS by reducing the consumption 
wealth effect that comes from increased wealth dueto QE. On the positive side, the fact that profits 
bear part of the brunt of higher commodity prices means that real wages and the wage share do 
not fall as much. 
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The logic of this nominal interest rate effect can be understood by considering 
the cash flow payments associated with a long term loan with a balloon 
payment of L to be paid in period T. The stream of real payments (S) is 
given by 

S ~ {ilp, ilp[I + x], ilp[I + x]2, ... , Llp[I + xY} [18] 

The effect of inflation is to diminish the real value of the balloon repayment. 
In a period of inflation the nominal interest rate must therefore rise to 
compensate far this lost purchasing power of loan principal. 

Analytically, by causing nominal rates to rise to compensate far the 
erosion of purchasing power of loan principal, inflation effectively forces 
an early repayment of the loan. In a world of perfect capital markets this 
would be of no consequence as borrowers could borrow the early repayment. 
However, in a world of imperfect capital markets this can introduce cash flow 
constraints that reduce aggregate demand. This is why the nominal interest 
rate should be included as an argument in the aggregate demand function. 

In terms of the ISQQ model, the nominal interest rate effect of higher 
expected inflation introduces another channel whereby QE can cause the 
IS to shift left, as in figure 3. This negative nominal interest rate effect 
introduces a further channel far QE to have negative impacts and it is likely 
to be particularly relevant regarding residencial mortgages and consumption 
spending. 

In sum, a simple Keynesian styled ISQQ model shows at the theoretical 
level that there are severa! channels whereby QE can have negative aggregate 
demand effects. These include higher long term real interest rates from 
reversing bond market psychology; higher commodity prices that lower real 
wages and adversely impact income distribution; adverse wealth effects from 
higher commodity prices and higher nominal interest rates; and adverse cash 
flow effects from higher nominal interest rates. 

Despite this, the Federal Reserve (Bernanke 2011) has unilaterally asserted 
that its second round of QE has been an unequivocal success. The Fed's 
claim is empirically dubious as it is widely agreed that monetary policy is 
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characterized by long and variable lags and not enough time has gone by to 
detect meaningful effects. The above model shows it is also theoretically 
dubious. Moreover, commodity prices and interest rates have actually 
responded to the Federal Reserve's second round of QE in a manner 
consistent with these negative theoretical effects. 

fURTHER CRITIQUES OF QE 

The ISQQ model illuminates the most immediate macroeconomic channels 
whereby QE may backfue. In addition to these channels there are a number 
of other concerns not in the model. 

A fust downside is the possibility of QE creating another price bubble in 
"hard" assets that causes significant wealth destruction when it bursts later. 
People need to save, especially in light of the shift from defined benefit to 
defined contribution pension plans. Since QE depresses yields, especially on 
traditional shorter-term saving instruments, households are encouraged to 
engage in a chase for yield to preserve income. However, that exposes them 
to large capital losses later. The implication is that by facilitating bubbles, QE 
makes planning for the future more difficult and risks imposing arbitrary 
outcomes that produce highly undesirable household welfare effects. By 
artificially pumping up asset prices, QE exposes asset prices to subsequent 
falls. The generalized psychological damage of those falls can easily outweigh 
the small benefit of any wealth effects on demand. 

In addition to adverse household welfare effects, sponsoring bubbles 
can also cause systemic financia! fragility as banks, insurance companies 
and other financia! intermediaries are encouraged to take greater risk in 
their own chase for yield. The cost of such bubbles is two-fold. First, there 
is the cost of misallocation of capital to unproductive uses. Second, there is 
the cost of collateral damage inflicted when the bubble bursts. The recent 
housing bubble and the 1990s Internet stock bubble provide evidence of 
both types of cost. 

A second downside concerns the risks associated with policy volatility. 
The Federal Reserve has injected enormous liquidity into the financia! 
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sector. That liquidity carries two types of risk. The first is it triggers actual 
inflacion that prompts the Fed to raise short-term nominal interest rates 
abruptly. The second is the Federal Reserve, for reasons of its own policy 
preferences, raises interest rates abruptly. In either case, the risk is a sudden 
spike in the short-term policy interest rates could cause significant disrupcion 
as happened in 1994. This risk can be understood through the metaphor of 
a car slamming on the brakes and causing the occupants to fly through the 
windshield. The damage from slamming on the brakes is inversely related 
to the speed of the car. 

A third concern is adverse internacional effects. QE is likely to depreciate 
the exchange rate as domescic wealth holders use liquidity to huy foreign 
assets. As noted above, on one hand that stands to benefit the U.S. economy 
by changing the relacive price of exports and imports. Balanced against that, 
it can worsen commodity price jump effects. Another problem in the current 
environment is the wrong currencies may do the appreciating. Thus, the U.S. 
trade deficit problem is essencially with China, but China's exchange rate is 
controlled. Consequently, dallar depreciacion may take place against Brazil 
and Europe which are both playing by the rules of the game. In doing so, 
QE may add to internacional economic tensions and destabilize the global 
economy to the extent it punishes the innocent. 

In sum, concerns with potencial for bubbles, future costs of reversing 
QE, and the possibility for undesirable internacional effects add to the 
macroeconomic downsides of QE idencified by the ISQQ model. 

PLUTONOMICS ANO THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF QE 

A third and final line of argument against Q E concerns its embedded policical 
economy. In many respects the Federal Reserve finds itself in a posicion 
similar to that of 2001-2003, only worse. Back then the economy was stuck 
in jobless recovery and the Federal Reserve was unable to jump start recovery, 
prompting its turn to extended ultra-easy monetary policy. Today, the economy 
is in an even worse posicion of jobless recovery because the slump has been 
deeper and household balance sheets have been ravaged by the house price 
collapse and debt accumulated during the house price bubble. 
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Toe underlying problem is structurally deficient demand caused by thirty 

years of neoliberal economic policies that have undermined the income and 
demand generation process (Palley 2009). However, rather than fixing this 
problem, policymakers are again turning to ultra-easy monetary policy in 
the form of QE. 

Viewed from this perspective, QE can be interpreted as a form of asset 

market trickledown whereby supporting as set prices is supposed to jumpstart 
the macro economy. Under Chairman Greenspan the Federal Reserve put 

in place an asset price floor, widely referred to as the "Greenspan put": the 
Fed would intervene to support asset prices any time a deep fall threatened. 
Under Chairman Bernanke this policy has evolved into an asset price subsidy 
in the form of QE. The Fed will now intervene to actively bid up asset 
prices to jump start the economy. 

From a political standpoint, this is an enormous change from the world 

of forty years ago. The New Deal policy paradigm of wage floors and 
household income supports has been replaced by one of asset price floors 

and asset market subsidies. Viewed through a political lens QE therefore 
represents the triumph of plutonomics, and that makes it an obstruction 
to the extent it obscures the challenge of repairing the income and demand 
generation process. 

CONCLUSION: 

RETHINKING KEYNESIAN SUPPORT FOR QE 

Economists of Keynesian persuasion have generally been quick to embrace 

QE on the grounds that it increases aggregate demand and anything that 
increases demand at this time of demand shortage is welcome. This paper 
has argued that reaction may be misplaced. QE holds dangers of backfiring 
with respect to demand stimulus, carries potentially significant future costs and 
dangers, and is supportive of a plutocratic political economy that obstructs 
needed policy change. 

New classical economists reject QE on the grounds that unemployment 

is of the structural mismatch type and easy monetary policy cannot fix such 
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unemployment and only risks infl.ation. Keynesians reject the unemployment 
mismatch argument because all regions and sectors of the labor market have 
experienced increased unemployment and there is no evidence of significant 
sector specific excess demand and rising wages (De Long 2010). 

However, there is a different Keynesian structural argument for rejecting 
QE. That argument is there are structural problems on the demand side 
of the economy concerning the income and demand generating process. 
Those problems concern income distribution and they cannot be fixed via 
monetary policy. 

This Keynesian argument against QE can be thought of in terms of 
second-best theory (Lancaster and Lipsey 1956). If policymakers were to 
seriously address the problems of the income and demand generation process, 
QE might be useful in facilitating the transition to a new system. However, 
pursuing QE alone without addressing the demand side structural problems 
may actually harm the economy. That fits with the logic of second best 
theory in which fixing one market imperfection in the presence of many can 
actually worsen outcomes. 

Finally, another perspective on QE comes from monetary macroeco
nomics which argues that monetary ease in a deep recession is like "pushing 
on a string''. There should be a corollary proposition that monetary authorities 
should not let out too much string in case they create a knot, which is what 

Q E risks doing. 
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